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On January 7,1937 at 2015, a Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) containment
isolation occurred due to indicated high dif ferential flow. The cause of the
isolation has been identified to be flow control valve problems and possible
calibration inaccuracies of the flow elements used by the Leak Detection
system resulting f rom teactor coolant temperature changes. In response to the

isolation, operators restored the system to its original configuration.

As a result of this and previous events an engineering design change has been
implemented to provide mass and temperature compensation for the RWCU Leak
Detection delta flow instrumentation. This design change has helped to reduce
the magnitude of the indicated delta flow error while operating the RWCU
system at low reactor power levels. Evaluation of the results of the design

change will continue during plant startup testing. In addition, an

engineering design chando has been initiated to replace five RWCU flow control
va lve s. The replacement valves will provide the flow throttling
characteristics to reduce flow oscillations during startup of the RWCU system.
Due to operational constraints and parts availability, this design change is
not expected to be implemented until the first refueling outage.
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On January 7,1987 at 2015, a Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU)[CE] containment
isolation occurred due to indicated high dif ferential flow. At the time of
this event, the plant was in Operational Condition 4 (Cold Shutdown) lowering
reactor vessel (RPV] water level in preparation for restarting the reactor.
Reactor coolant temperature was approximately 160 degrees and reactor vessel
pressure atmospheric.

On January 7 at 1950, plant operators began lowering reactor vessel water
level in accordance with Integrated Operating Instruction (101)-4, " Cold
Startup" by rejecting reactor vessel water via RWCU to the main coadenser. At
2015 while adjusting the flow to the main condenser, an inboard RWCU
containment isolation occurred due to indicated high dif ferential flow. In
response to the isolation, plant operators verified no actual RWCU leak
existed, and reset the isolation. The RWCU system responded to the high
dif ferential flow isolation signal as designed. RWCU pump A was restarted at
2045 with the Leak Detection system (IJ] for RWCU in bypass to prevent an
unnecessary isolation. The Leak Detection system is not required in
Operational Condition 4. Af ter satisf actory system startup, the RWCU Leak
Detection system was returned to normal at 2246.

Troubleshooting, system testing and investigation of this and previous events
(see LERs 86-039, 86-056, 86-068 and 86-085) identified the cause of the
isolations as the location of the blowdown flow element, oversensitive flow
control valves and lack of density compensation for RWCU delta flow.
Previously, the blowdown flow element was relocated upstream of the blowdown
pressure control valve (PCV] to prevent the flow element from intermittently
becoming uncovered due to the lack of back pressure. This has reduced the
indicated flou oscillations while operating the RWCU system with blowdown
flow. Flow oscillations while manipulating the RWCU flow control valves
during system sta-tup and subsequent flow adjustments continue to be a
p roblem. The plant operators are not always able to recover from the flow
oscillations before the system isolates on high dif ferential flow. A design
change to replace the flow control valves was initiated prior to the January 7
event but has not been implemented. Additionally, a contributing cause is the
ef fect of the changes in reactor coolant temperature on the indicated flow
rates. The flow elements are calibrated based upon operating temperature and
do not compensate for temperature changes in the reactor coolant experienced
during startup. This can result in a reduced margin to the isolation setpoint
a t certain operating conditions. A design change to provide mass and
temperature compensation for the delta flow instrumentation was initiated
prior to the January 7 event but had not been implemented.

The Leak Detection system compares RWCU suction flow to the flow returning to
the reactor vessel and blowndown flow. All three flows are summed to generate
an indication of dif ferential flow. A RWCU high dif ferential flow signal
indicates the auction flow entering the system is not being discharged via
no rmal flowpaths (reacto r vessel, and blowdown to radwaste or main condenser).
This could be the result of a line break in the RWCU system. Indicated high
dif ferential flow for a duration of 45 seconds generates an isolation signal
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from the Leak Detection system. The 45 second time delay normally allows for
system flow transients when changing operational configurations. If an RWCU
containment isolation were to occur at high reactor power, the loss of the
RWCU system may cause reactor coolant conductivity to slowly increase until
the system is returned to service. In addition, during shutdown with little
or no internal recirculation flow, reactor vessel thermal stratification may
also occur. However, the time out-of-service for RWCU would be short and
these ef fects minimal. Since no actual RWCU high dif ferential flow existed
and the f act that the system did respond as designed to the indicated high
dif ferential flow isolation, the event is not considered safety significant.

As a result of this and previous events, an engineering design change has been
implemented to provide mass and temperature compensation for the RWCU Leak
Detection delta flow instrumentation. This design change has helped to reduce
the magnitude of the indicated delta flow error while operating the RWCU at
low reactor power levels. Evaluation of the results of the design change will
continue during plant startup testing. In addition, an engineering design
change has been initiated to replace five RWCU flow control valves. The
replacement valves will provide the flow throttling characteristics to reduce
flow oscillations during startup of the RWCU system. Due to operational
constraints and parts availability, this design change is not expected to be
implemented until the first refueling outage.
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